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Ken Booth will be speaking on the ethics of marketing by lawyers and the strategies they can employ 
when planning a marketing campaign. Ken will review and analyze the ARPC on lawyer marketing, 
including the fine distinctions between unacceptable solicitations and acceptable marketing. Additionally, 
the discussions will include practical advice on how to develop and execute a marketing campaign, diving 
into the essentials of creating a brand and making it a valuable asset for your practice. This will cover the 
need to create a vision of where you want your brand to be in the future, identifying your target audience, 
and differentiating yourself from the competition. 
 
	  
	  
About	  the	  Presenter	  
Kenneth Booth is a Registered Patent Attorney and IP Coach® specializing in patent and trademark 
services.  Ken is registered to practice and appear before the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
in all matters.  Despite being a patent attorney living in Mesa, Arizona and working in Tempe, Arizona, 
Ken represents clients throughout the United States and other countries.  His emphasis is on client 
education in intellectual property protection and strategies to advance company value in the fields of 
mechanical, software, aerospace and electrical engineering; and computer, communication, information, 
medical and medical device technologies.  Ken also provides boutique-quality guidance and 
representation at state, federal and international levels during every phase in the life of patent, trademark, 
copyright, trade secret and licensing assets.  If you need international patent or international trademark 
protection, give Ken a call.	  
 

Read more about Ken Booth at	  www.boothudall.com/attorneys/kenneth-‐c-‐booth	  
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